Price List for Page Charge and Reprints (in Japanese yen)

⚫

Page Charge (JPY)

Number of printed
pages

*This is mandatory
publication fee for authors

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

13,000
26,000
39,000
52,000
65,000
78,000
91,000
104,000
117,000
130,000

Reprints Price (JPY)
100 reprints

12,000

The final page charges are determined by the actual number of pages published in JRM, including
the authors’ profiles.

⚫

The page charge is JPY 13,000 per printed page.

⚫

In addition to the above page charges, extra charges are necessary to reproduce color works. The
color printing fee is JPY 23,000 per color page.

⚫

Reprints can be ordered in multiples of 100 at the price of (JPY 120) × (number of reprints),
regardless of the number of printed pages and of whether the article contains color pages or not.

⚫

Inside Japan, sales tax is also added to the page charges and reprints.

⚫

Shipping charge, applied only when reprints are ordered, is as follows:

⚫

Asia

JPY 4,000

North America, Central America, Europe,
The Middle and Near East, and Oceania

JPY 8,000

South America, and Africa

JPY 10,000

In addition to one gifted copy of journal including your paper, additional copies can be ordered at
the author’s special discount price of (JPY 13,800) × (number of journal copies).

⚫

Payment can be made by credit card (Visa, MC, AmEx) or bank/postal transfer. Please follow the
instruction on the invoice which will be sent to the billing address when your article is published.

⚫

Details are found at https://www.fujipress.jp/jrm/rb-authors/#page_charge
*Note: The price above is applied to submissions after January 1, 2022.
If your submission is before then, the previous price is applied.
(As of October 20, 2021)
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Fuji Technology Press Ltd.
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